
The top spreader for   

    real operations.

Scan this QR code 

for further information.

SP 310 E2
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WEBCODE: dtsfdr* Weight without battery or power supply

Advantages

+   eDRAULIC version with more spreading force, 

pulling force and spreading distance 

+   Force values of a spreader with EN class BS

+   Spreading, peeling, crushing and pulling 

without the need to change tips

+   Powered by an optimised high-performance 

rescue battery

+   Rescue without power units and hoses

+   Standard delivery with carrying belt

Now also in the eDRAULIC version: superior versatility. Like its „hose line“ counterpart it offers a powerful 

combination of weight, opening and handling – and even more strength!

Its flexibility fills rescue organisations around the world with enthusiasm. Thanks to its patented multifunction 

tips and unique ergonomic design, it can spread, peel, pull and squeeze, without the need for changing tips. 

Thus your rescue work becomes even quicker and safer.

SP 310 E2

In use

Technical Data SP 310 E2

Spreading force 11,000 – 72,800 lbs / 50 – 324 kN

Spreading distance 28.54 in. / 725 mm

Squeezing force  

(with squeezing attachment) up to
27,430 lbs / 122 kN 

Pulling distance 22.6 in. / 573 mm 

Pulling force up to 9,900 lbs / 44 kN

Dimensions: l × w × h 37.6 × 14.4 × 11.3 in. / 955 × 365 × 287 mm

Weight* 52.0 lbs / 23,7 kg

Protection class IP 54

Accessoires

Length 2 × 6.6 ft / 2 × 2 m

KSV 11 chain set

Length 2 × 7 ft / 2 × 2,2 m

KSV 20 quick-fit chain set

Quick-change tip package “Diamond“

With extra grip for working on vehicle 

bodywork. The flat ends of the diamond 

tips have an extremely good grip 

and penetrate even the narrowest 

gaps.
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